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BALCA's FIVE PILLARS
 

Education: We are committed to shattering stigmas and educating

latino communities about the latest cannabis science, cannabis for

wellness, and the growth of the regulated cannabis industry.

Professional Development: We are champions for upward mobility

and will provide the resources needed for our community to ensure

proper compensation, pursue growth opportunities, and build towards

cannabis business ownership.

Civil Rights: We will challenge civil rights violations in the industry

(racism, sexual harassment, sexism, tokenism), and will remain

uncompromising in our search for full worker’s rights.

Business Ownership: We support Latino entrepreneurs in building their

own businesses, and developing unique products or services for the

industry.

Community-Building: We will share the stories of latinos in cannabis,

and ensure that we provide a space for our communities to be

empowered, educated, and celebrated.

Website BALCA.live

https://balca.live/
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"MY GRANDPA
WAS A COWBOY
AND MY
GRANDMA WAS
AN HERBALIST"

@ B A L C A _ B A Y A R E A

  Being a farmer was never one of the

options posed to me growing up; being a

cannabis farmer most especially wasn’t.

But my grandpa was a cowboy and my

grandma was an herbalist and I was from

a multi-generational ranching and

homesteading agrarian heritage on all

sides, a long line of slightly rebellious free

thinkers who for generations had raised

their own food and medicine, preferring to

live by and reckon daily with the laws of

Nature than the politics of man.

  I was the second generation in my family

to go to college. Although my dad‘s dad

was Californian and my family had been

here since before they started drawing

lines everywhere, my dad was born in

Mexico to a poor young family and had to

work his way through the system, back in

the days when it was still reasonably

feasible to do so. Beginning at the age of

15, he worked the fields over the summers,

hopping a train from El Paso to Bakersfield

with his older brothers. When he was 18,

he enlisted in the Air Force at the advice of

his older brothers, who were then serving

on the front lines in Vietnam. Through his

military service he was granted US

citizenship, he survived Vietnam and went

to college on the G.I. Bill. My father

became a teacher and went back to

educate kids in the barrio where he had

grown up.

Written by: Karla Avila

@flowerdazefarm

MY STORY OF COMING FULLMY STORY OF COMING FULLMY STORY OF COMING FULL
CIRCLE TO REGENERATIVECIRCLE TO REGENERATIVECIRCLE TO REGENERATIVE

CANNABISCANNABISCANNABIS

https://www.instagram.com/flowerdazefarm/
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   My parents were high school sweethearts. My mom also went to college, working her way

through school while my dad was serving in Vietnam. She was extremely bright, but was

discouraged by the white patriarchy which rules our system of education, alongside all of our

systems, and essentially was derailed from majoring in the sciences or becoming a doctor, and

thus also became a teacher, going back to teach in the barrio where she grew up. My mom‘s dad

was the cowboy and her mother and grandmother were Medicine women. My mother, like my

father, was the first generation in her family to go to college. She immigrated to the US when she

was three years old.

  My grandpa, her dad, was a Brasero and spent many years working on one of the largest cattle

ranches in Northern California, not far from where I own land today. My mom grew up on a small

homestead where things were pretty much still done the old fashion way. My grandma held

things down on the homestead, tending to the gardens and animals, raising them and her three

children, wildcrafting herbs, processing food, including doing most of the butchering, while my

grandpa would be out for weeks or even months at a time with the cattle.

  Getting a good education became the most important aspect of my family’s focus and drive for

three generations, and it helped us to break down the barriers around us, one generation at a

time.

  At eighteen I left home to embark on a college education. I had been granted a scholarship to

study medicine at an Ivy League university. I had never been on an airplane or set foot east of the

Mississippi. While I enjoyed academics, research, and writing, I became extremely disillusioned

with the pharmaceutical focus and reactionary doctrine of Western Medical Science, and

changed my major to Music. At that time there were not many accessible higher education

programs in alternative medicine. My innate passion as a kid growing up had been music, and for

lack of anything else in the world I could think of worth pursuing, I decided to audition for music

programs. I was awarded a full scholarship to pursue a degree in music theory and performance,

and so I left my medical studies behind to study the fine art of vibrational expression. I figured if I

thing else, I could at least heal people through music.

@ B A L C A _ B A Y A R E A



This choice dramatically altered the course of my entire future. As a musical artist, I was free to

explore the farthest reaches of my mind, and experience higher levels of consciousness. Creativity

and cannabis have historically gone hand in hand, and as a creative artist and counterculturalist

living in San Francisco and a world traveling musician, I became a connoisseur of fine cannabis and

hashish. 

  I still don’t know whether it was music that led me to cannabis, or cannabis that led me to music,

but eventually I was led to Trinity County, and to rediscovering my roots through Regenerative

agriculture.

  Although my grandmother did everything in her power to ensure my mother and I would succeed

in attaining a higher education and therefore afford ourselves an “easier” life, my life today, as is the

life of many traditional homesteading legacy cannabis producers in the Emerald Triangle, is not very

different from my grandmother’s. Stores, highways and hospitals are hours away, and though it is

hard for me to believe it is even possible of myself, everything from our own plumbing and building,

to our own food, to taking care of our own medical emergencies and birthing our children, are done

safely at home with what resources we have available.

  These are the greatest skills I have acquired in my life, and they were not taught to me in a

classroom or an institution of “higher education”. 

These resources are found in Nature, and in the handing down of knowledge which can and should

be free. 

  The nature elements (fire, air, water and earth), plants, both wild and cultivated, and animals, both

wild and cultivated, can and do provide us with all that we need to sustain abundance and health.

(Of course, there are a few manmade tools that use fossil fuels that we utilize and that I would hate

to have to give up, namely the chainsaw. But the axes and the knives can all be hand made.) 

  But why try so hard to go back to living this way when we live in a modern era with the most widely

available systems of convenience, possibly ever in the history of mankind?
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We know these systems have failed us

miserably. In exchange for convenience and

instant gratification we have exchanged 

-All bio-diversity on earth

-The nutritional content of our food

-The health and balance of the planet’s

climate, waters, ecosystems and atmosphere

-Our personal and medical freedoms and

right to privacy

-Ours and our families’ personal health,

quality and longevity of life; 

  

  Essentially, for most people on the planet,

life is not made easier by these systems. 

  Raising animals and plants for food and

medicine, is a deep tradition and ancestral

connection we Latinx farmers have to La

Tierra. It was this deep rooted ancestral link

to the land that eventually brought my life

full circle, back to being a traditional small

farmer, living today rediscovering, following,

and passing down the Old Ways again. 

  

Now we suddenly find ourselves in a position

of being the keepers of an integral and

essential knowledge, holding the last

remaining keys to how to reverse climate

change, and the possibility of reclaiming a

biologically natural future for life on earth as

we know it.

  It is a regular annual occurrence this time of the

year for us to have to keep farming through the

dry season, in the midst of smoke and wildfire

surrounding us, without power, electricity, or off-

grid solar power, prepared to defend our land

from fire if need be, and to ensure we reach

Harvest successfully. This would not be possible

without regenerative agriculture and

permaculture techniques, which have

traditionally been handed down through natural

farming traditions across the globe, including in

our own remote, rural Homesteading

community.

  As I write this, I am transcribing my hand

written notes onto my iPhone, which I will then

drive nearly an hour to the closest town where I

can access internet and email a document. (So,

life is nearly, but not exactly, like it was for my

grandmother.)

  Wildfire is a reality of our daily life and of the

cycle of the seasons. It is essential to the health

of the forest, but due to the industrialized

logging of the Pacific Northwest forests over the

course of the last century, coupled with climate

change and record heat and temperatures that

cause infernos of apocalyptic proportions, we

now have firestorms that become catastrophic

rather than burning healthily to clear out the

understory of the forest, in the natural way. 

  As man has continued to disrupt the natural

systems of nature in the name of our own

convenience and consumption, we continue to

deplete the last of the earth’s resources and

exhaust her ability to maintain homeostasis and

temperatures to sustain life.
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  My husband and I have spent the greater part of our lives separately and together trying to

answer the question, what is a sustainable life?, and the last 7 years regenerating the little piece of

earth we have the privilege to own and steward together. Today on our family farm, our water runs

at a constant steady stream through a zero power, zero motor, gravity fed system. No grid. No solar

panels. No motors. No batteries. No fossil fuels. No moving parts. Nothing required that fails us in

these times. We have hundreds of thousands of gallons of rainwater stored in ponds on our land to

last us through the entire dry season. We grow most of our own food, and at this point could

reasonably sustain ourselves forever, should the world of consumption suddenly just come to a

complete stop. 

  The farm is a living organism within its larger ecosystem, from the smallest microbe to the farther

reaches of the cosmos, but it is much more than that, it is our direct connection to life, and to the

energetic forces from which our own life stems. Regenerative Agriculture is a way for small farmers

and communities of people to utilize their own resources to provide abundance and resilience,

against the global corporatization of local natural resources, including rights to water, agricultural

land-use, and the preservation of the genetic bio-diversity of seeds, while improving the health of

the land and of themselves. 

  It is the land that ties us to our roots, our heritage, culture, and its close connection to nature. A

deep respect for the earth and for the laws of nature has always been held and regarded as sacred.

For our people it has always been considered honorable to live a way of life harmoniously

integrated with nature. 

  Regenerative Agriculture can reverse climate change. It can bring the nutritional content back

into our foods that we need in order to stay healthy. It can preserve and increase the bio-diversity

of all life on earth. Our job has become to honor and go back to the Old Ways, the ways of our

roots, our ancestors, y La Tierra, and to preserve and pass them down to the next generation.

  The hot arid summers, the frosty cold nights of the fall, the Spring and snow-fed mountain waters,

the steep, jutting mountains of western Trinity County, the things that sometimes make life here

challenging and definitely not for the faint of heart; Cannabis thrives in the climate and Terroir of

this rugged land. It is these extremes that help produce the most incredible resin and medicinal

effects from the chronic heirloom sensimilla bred in these hills for multiple generations. 

  These parts of the Emerald Triangle where cannabis thrives are geographically and

topographically so similar to the landrace cannabis regions where the back-to-the-landers went

over half a century ago to learn the cultural traditions of cannabis farming directly from the source,

bringing the knowledge handed to them by the traditional cannabis farming peoples of the

landrace regions back to these rugged mountains of Northern California, thus giving birth and rise

to the culture that today is the heritage of a global legacy producing region, The Emerald Triangle.
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  And so here is where I find myself today, a country girl turned city girl turned back to country girl,

and one of the very few Latina business and farmland owners in America and in the cannabis

industry, cultivating the sacred medicine in deep search of the answers to a Regenerative future,

homesteading with my kids in the woods while pushing forward coalition efforts for massive

cannabis and farming policy reform on both the local and state levels. When I wake up in the

morning I think of my grandparents and it reminds me of how easy this life really is, when it comes

to the important things, we’ve got it all.

  Farming has never been and never will be easy. Nor life on earth, for that matter. How I find the

constant strength to hold up the responsibility for so much life on the daily, honestly, I do not

know, except for, that I know I am responsible for it, and that it in turn gives me Life. This is the

beauty of coming full circle, of closing the loops in the circle of our lives. The energy I put in,

nurtures life, the many, many lives that in turn nurture and give me my life energy. 

  The next generation can and must be handed down the knowledge, traditions, cultural heritage,

and way of life to be in balance with nature.

  We must continue to fervently advocate and fight for the rights of small land holders, and small

farmers, for the right to farm, and for Latino, Black and Indigenous Americans to be granted the

rights of land ownership in their own accord, from which they were robbed and which they are

rightfully owed.

  And whether we live in a rural or urban community, there is a lot we can do to support a healthy

ecosystem, local, natural and sustainable food systems, localized water systems, local land use and

resource protections, and the right to farm, in the place where we live.

  The future looks like the past. Those of us with Latinx roots who are now some of the last

Americans with a true sense of a deeply rooted culture, hold an integral and profoundly important

key to unlocking the past, and simultaneously, opening the door to the future.  
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About the Author

Karla Avila was going to be an Ivy League medical

student but dropped out to search for alternative and

traditional forms of medical treatment outside of the

Western Medicine doctrine; in the course of her young

life she became a professional musician for 20 years

before leaving the city to go back to her rural

homesteading roots. Today she is a multi award-winning

licensed cannabis farmer, teacher, mother,

homesteader, and co-author of the first Regenerative

farming book for cultivating cannabis from 100% on-

site, farm-made soil and inputs, The FlowerDaze Farm

Regenerative Guide to Cannabis. Together with her

husband, Karla operates a family farm and homestead

committed to the preservation of natural farming

traditions from around the globe, and specializing in

regeneratively-grown, artisanal cannabis. She has been a

world-class stoner and cannabis connoisseur for most of

her life.

Karla Avila

Owner & Operator, Flowerdaze Farm

Award-winning Regenerative Cannabis, Food, and

Permaculture Family Farm

www.flowerdazefarm.com

IG @flowerdazefarm

https://www.flowerdazefarm.com/
https://www.instagram.com/FLOWERDAZEFARM/
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  Like I’m sure it did for so many of you,

this pandemic really fucked shit up for

me. Three months into 2020 I closed my

small business, survived Covid (allegedly),

and began living (just like you) through a

time of historical collective trauma. The

worst case scenario happened to me, and

I had no way of controlling it. A “severe

flu” hit me hard in February, a few weeks

before Covid was confirmed in the Bay

Area. This “flu” lasted four weeks with 105

degree fevers, and checked off so many of

the (now known) Covid symptoms. I was

fighting through some serious shit , and I

didn’t even realize it.

  Prior to Covid19, my partner and I

operated our sustainable catering

company Cocina del Corazón full- time,

and were on track to a busy and

successful second year in business.

  In March during the first shelter in place

order, our business shut down. By then, I

was slowly recovering from “the flu”,

dealing with an expensive medical bill,

and watching in shock as every event on

our calendar got cancelled. Shit got real,

fast. I had no other choice than to use this

time to heal.
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CANNABIS AS THE
HIGHEST FORM OF SELF
CARE DURING A GLOBAL
PANDEMIC.
Written by  Jazmin  Pena @higirlhigh

Entrepreneurship means juggling many roles,

and constantly feeling like you need more time

in the day. Truthfully, the shelter in place order

felt like a welcomed break. I set out to create

self care rituals to heal and feel better, and

most importantly to help me get through a

FUCKING PANDEMIC.

  My mornings started with cannabis, and I felt

relaxed and energized at the same time.

Obsessed with all things self care, I spent every

morning perfecting my mental, physical, and

higher self, routines. With my therapist’s office

closed due to the shutdown, I was on my own

to keep taking care of my mental health.

Developing a solid mental health routine had

been my jam long before Covid. For me,

mindfulness and meditation helped calm my

mind, and allowed me to connect with myself,

and with the dreams I want to accomplish.

"DEVELOPING A SOLID
MENTAL HEALTH ROUTINE
HAD BEEN MY JAM LONG

BEFORE COVID."

https://www.instagram.com/higirlhigh/
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  I began each morning by sparking up a

mini sativa joint right before meditation.

It was the ultimate game changer!

Cannabis elevated my meditations and

my creativity. I began journaling about my

goals, ideas, and affirmations, while

visualising all of the amazing possibilities I

could create.

  Cannabis helped me connect with my

thoughts and feelings during a time

ofuncertainty.

  Cannabis allowed me to be more in tune

with my higher self. For me, that meant

thinking more about my vision and

purpose. Although so much in my life felt

uncertain, it became clear that I was

meant to lead my community. This kind of

insight only comes after allowing yourself

the time to unplug and disconnect from

the world. Being able to connect with

myself on this level, allowed me to pivot

our business to better serve our

community, and to launch my passion

project higirlhigh.

  The cherry on top of any workout routine is

cannabis.

  Even before the pandemic my physical

health had been top of mind, and once I

recovered, I continued to practice yoga, and

going on daily runs. I’m of the mindset that

exercise is best enjoyed stoned, which as you

can imagine, made sticking to my workouts so

much easier. The high from a super silver haze

joint can intensify any workout. For me, a

stoned runner’s high was unlike anything else,

and soon after my runs became the best part

of the day, and I don’t even like running.  

We’re living through a time in history that

feels endless, overwhelming, and fucking

scary. Nonetheless there is comfort in having

the ability to create better self care habits for

ourselves and to feel good. Taking care is

essential and so is cannabis, so spark up..

because we will get through this together,

one puff at a time.

 "CANNABIS
ALLOWED ME

TO BE MORE IN
TUNE WITH MY
HIGHER SELF."
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  Poetry is a powerful form of communication. From

hip hop to haikus, we’ve all been deeply moved by the

vibes of this unique artform. Not too long ago I

watched Leslie’s 2012 live performance of ‘Ixchel’. I was

moved in a way I did not expect. I was in awe at both

what Leslie was saying and how mighty her voice

roared through the room. I had to watch it again and

again to begin to understand the nature of what I was

experiencing.

 Leslie’s poem made such an impact on me that I

decided to reach out to her so that you too may

experience ‘Ixchel’. It was during our phone call that I

discovered that what I had experienced was the result

of a lifelong and loving relationship to poetry. You see,

Leslie has been writing poecia since she was 10 years

old and performing live at open mic events since she

was 13. Since then she has gone on to graduate from

UC Berkeley’s School of Architecture, she helped build

co-op affordable housing in NY, and has contributed

greatly to the Bay Area/California cannabis equity

movement. Leslie shared that the '16 MCBA Policy

Summit she attended radically changed her

perception of stoners. She described in awe being

surrounded by “smart, innovative magical potheads.”

Leslie is an active member of our cannabis community

and in addition to poetry, she now enjoys expressing

herself through painting, sound healing, and food

medicine.

  Now that we’ve familiarized ourselves with the author

of ‘Ixchel’, let’s get back to her.

An Introduction to Leslie Valencia and Her
Persona Poem ‘Ixchel’
@thepaintingpriestess

Written By: Leslie Valencia & Daniel Montero
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LESLIE VALENCIALESLIE VALENCIALESLIE VALENCIA
THE PAINTING PRIESTESSTHE PAINTING PRIESTESSTHE PAINTING PRIESTESS

@ B A L C A _ B A Y A R E A

https://www.instagram.com/thepaintingpriestess/
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‘  Ixchel’ was written after a visit to Ixchel’s temple at Isla Mujeres, an island off of Cancun. It was

there that Leslie discovered her relationship with the Moon and in turn embraced her femininity in

a new profound way. ‘Ixchel’ is a story before colonization. It is a story about the imbalance

between masculinity and the divine feminine. This imbalance, Leslie explains, is one that has been

historically exploited by colonialism, so much that we’ve all dealt with it one way or another and

now collectively as we experience global warming in a world where profits come before people.

‘Ixchel’ is about restoring the balance between the divine femine and masculine. It is about a

woman’s self empowerment journey to conquer and overcome those who wish to suppress her. 

 Divine feminine energy is in all of us, irregardless of gender. Connecting with our divine feminine
energy allows us to balance out our divine masculine energy.

Masculine energy: survival oriented, logical, proactive, firm, loyal, adventurous, rational
Feminine energy: intuitive, nurturing, healing, gentle, expressive, wise, patient, flexible

Unfortunately, we live in a society that easily disconnects us from our divine feminine energy, and
this disconnection can have negative effects on our mental health. 

This is why it is important for all of us to find the time to heal, nurture, love and reconnect with
our higher self. This is radical self care.

Watch Leslie Perform 'Ixchel'  here

Leslies Bio:

Healing trauma through art has always been at the core of my existence and survival. Like most

women of color of immigrant households, I have overcome tremendous adversity. Poetry, theatre,

music, herbalism, and visual art have allowed me to cope and heal from all the traumatic

experiences I have endured while navigating poverty, segregation, addictions, divorce,

motherhood, and higher education/white dominated spaces. I am my best self, and feel most

myself, when I am creating. 

I center all of my movements and intentions around racial equity and economic empowerment.

That has led me to many worlds, including architecture, affordable housing, communal living, city

planning, and cannabis equity. Through this work, I have learned how important healing is. I know

now, that healing trauma is the most important step in achieving racial equity, and I hope to

continue to learn how to serve the collective through my gifts and divine feminine energy.
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@ B A L C A _ B A Y A R E A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5NtxPBA5buY&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5NtxPBA5buY&feature=youtu.be
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(who i was)(who i was)
when you came into my templewhen you came into my temple
I was sitting in a throne covered in seashellsI was sitting in a throne covered in seashells  
my cacao skin was glistening against the sunmy cacao skin was glistening against the sun
turquoise stones decoratingturquoise stones decorating my neck my neck
hhovering above my bare breast like medallionsovering above my bare breast like medallions
a green serpent, crowning my head in divinitya green serpent, crowning my head in divinity
the Caribbean sea, the perfect backdrop to the shiny sculptured statuethe Caribbean sea, the perfect backdrop to the shiny sculptured statue
of who I used to beof who I used to be  

(who they say I am)(who they say I am)
I bet they told youI bet they told you
that I was the very moon herselfthat I was the very moon herself  
how I'd sit in the skies brushing my shimmering hairhow I'd sit in the skies brushing my shimmering hair  
How I bore the sun god whom I was so enamoured withHow I bore the sun god whom I was so enamoured with
four Jaguars that dictated the four directionsfour Jaguars that dictated the four directions  

I bet they named me the goddess of fertility, femininity, love, medicine, healing onI bet they named me the goddess of fertility, femininity, love, medicine, healing on
a shiny plaque that you payed 30 pesos to seea shiny plaque that you payed 30 pesos to see
I bet they told you that they were indigenousI bet they told you that they were indigenous
but they can’t pronounce anything past my name: Ixchelbut they can’t pronounce anything past my name: Ixchel  
I bet they told you that with an offeringI bet they told you that with an offering
I'd respond to your prayersI'd respond to your prayers  

(the prayer)and although that might not be true, I still listened(the prayer)and although that might not be true, I still listened
you told me you were raped when you were 15you told me you were raped when you were 15  
ever since you've dehumanized men like in the militaryever since you've dehumanized men like in the military
how you enjoy, bringing them to tearshow you enjoy, bringing them to tears

you’re only attracted to those that are just as coldyou’re only attracted to those that are just as cold
the ones that pull your hair and insult you in bedthe ones that pull your hair and insult you in bed
to you "love" always sounds like a bad joketo you "love" always sounds like a bad joke
you askedyou asked m me to teach you my ways, my strength, my womanly powers, bute to teach you my ways, my strength, my womanly powers, but  
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(who I really was)(who I really was)
I guess they forgot to tell you about the floodsI guess they forgot to tell you about the floods    
how I inundated fields of crops as I chased after the Sun God when he was immune tohow I inundated fields of crops as I chased after the Sun God when he was immune to my my  
charmscharms
I guess they fI guess they forgot to tell you about the lightningorgot to tell you about the lightning
grandfathers disapproval of my marriage struck me dead for 183 daysgrandfathers disapproval of my marriage struck me dead for 183 days
I guess they forgot to tell you about the fightsI guess they forgot to tell you about the fights
My husband's jealousy drove him to throw me out of the skyMy husband's jealousy drove him to throw me out of the sky
so I made myself invisible, took refuge in the embracing arms of nightso I made myself invisible, took refuge in the embracing arms of night

(who I am now)(who I am now)
and nowand now
I am just a compilation of replicas that white tourists take goofy pictures withI am just a compilation of replicas that white tourists take goofy pictures with
how they ridicule my existencehow they ridicule my existence
my temple, is nothing more than pile of rocks on the southern edge of the spanish colonized Islamy temple, is nothing more than pile of rocks on the southern edge of the spanish colonized Isla  
MujeresMujeres
eroding, into the coastal breeze and salty waveseroding, into the coastal breeze and salty waves
and Iand I
I am a transparent curvy silhouette strolling along the shorelineI am a transparent curvy silhouette strolling along the shoreline  
unseenunseen

(what will happen)(what will happen)
but mark my words on each and every starbut mark my words on each and every star
I will returnI will return  
on a sunny day when the devils are tanning on my landon a sunny day when the devils are tanning on my land
I am going to fly fast over the sea and take the wind with meI am going to fly fast over the sea and take the wind with me
the water will rise and force itself into this landthe water will rise and force itself into this land
and when everything finally drownand when everything finally drown
sand the sun begins to setsand the sun begins to set
I will become bones and fleshI will become bones and flesh  
lay on the water with legs straight and arms spreadlay on the water with legs straight and arms spread
hundreds of dragonflies will surround my body and singhundreds of dragonflies will surround my body and sing  
as my temple drains itself cleanas my temple drains itself clean

blue eyes will disappear As the soil reincarnates our native tongueblue eyes will disappear As the soil reincarnates our native tongue
I will answer to your prayersI will answer to your prayers
And at that moment, the moon will be full againAnd at that moment, the moon will be full again
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  The environment Covid creates,

challenges us to develop a new voice. For

someone that visits cannabis retailers

throughout California, it is difficult to be

so restricted. But out of the years of retail

experience, I was able to sit down and

write a piece I always wanted to write,

Unearthing a New Cannabis Business
Model for California. I wanted to get out

all my knowledge from working with

cannabis retailers. When I wrote it, I felt

like there was nothing like it in the field of

Cannabis business analysis. When it was

released, the response was very positive

and encouraging, especially from

Budtenders.

  I spent long periods with Budtenders,

and witnessed how little educational

materials there are for them. So I started

writing, producing 32 articles, creating a

book called Budtender Education. On

December 8, 2020 Budtender Education

was released in Ebook and Paperback on

Amazon, circulating through the cannabis

industry. The importance of this process

was powerful; the importance of refined

editing, purchasing your publishing rights,

and developing your own distinct voice.

Lessons useful for all aspects of life.

"BUDTENDERS ARE OVERWORKED AND GIVEN VERY LITTLE TRAINING.
THEY ARE THE HUMAN INDUSTRIAL LINK FROM BRAND TO PATIENT."

BUDTENDER EDUCATION
AND DEVELOPING THE
LATINO VOICE IN
CANNABIS
Written by  Javier Armas

@javiers.organics

  Budtenders are overworked and given very

little training. They are the human industrial

link from brand to patient. They are the key

operator helping the patient receive their

specific medical needs. In California, many

Budtenders are Latino. Many use their own

skills sets, Spanish-speaking, and past cannabis

knowledge, to help patients. I wanted to create

a very specific line of written work for

Budtenders, to specifically develop Budtender

Education.

  Looking back in the 1970s, Bay Area

communities were circulating all types of

political and literary pamphlets about freedom,

revolution, labor struggle, anti-war, living with

nature, ecology, with many migrating to

Humboldt County to build a new egalitarian

cannabis community. Fruitvale Oakland, the

Mission District in SF, La Peña in Berkeley, had

powerful communities of Latino voices and

organizers, who published important

community publications like Tecolote, and El

Tigre Del Norte.

https://www.instagram.com/javiers.organics/
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  Elizabeth "Betita" Martinez helped found El Tigre Del Norte, a powerful bilingual

newsletter, engaging the Chicano movement, the Black Power Movement and

Latin American struggles. In the countryside Teatro Campesino educated farm

workers on important workplace lessons, through homemade theater. These

powerful and diverse expressions of Latino community or movement etched its

mark in American history. 

  In 1984, Sandra Cisneros, dropped a literary bomb, The House on Mango Street.

At one point she would not have been considered a “real” literary writer. But her

drive to tell her story, the experience she had as a 12 year old girl in Chicago,

produced a classic novel that sold over 20 million copies, read in over 20

languages, and is used as a textbook in schools around the world. Whether it was

Teatro Campesino or The House on Mango Street, the development of the Latino

voice is key, including in cannabis.

  Building the BALCA newsletter is generating a voice for the present Latino

cannabis community, while still remembering these foundational past efforts.

Whether it's a community newspaper or a self-published book, our communities

being able to tell our stories is key in generating a unique voice that the world is

open to hearing. As these stories get heard, they become knowledge, they

become lessons, used as textbooks, recognized as accomplishments by a world

audience. It is on us to continue to articulate the real experiences that are too

often systematically ignored, but yet celebrated when expressed well.
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Unite and Rebuild Conference took place after robberies of the Bay Area cannabis business
community. The conference was on Tupac’s Birthday.

  BALCA catches up with Tucky Blunt, one of the owners of Blunts and Moore, the first Equity

dispensary in the world. Blunts and Moore were robbed during the George Floyd Protest, and

Tucky led a benefit to help the victims of the robberies and help rebuild the cannabis industry.

BALCA: Unite and Rebuild sessions turn something negative into something positive. How do

you see the impact of the fundraiser you did?

Tucky: Impact for me has been positive, and it made the whole industry come out of that

negativity and be positive and donating to those. I am donating myself. Overall to me it is a big

impact that I wasn't expecting but I did not have any expectations. The result is the result and I

am in awe of how people are responding. 

BALCA: Did the fundraiser build Black Cannabis business unity? 

Tucky: It has helped but it has been going on the promotion of that unity to work together as

Black people in the space. It has been going prior but it helped but I'm not going to pretend it

was a major culmination. We are trying to combine all the lists of Black cannabis businesses into

one common list. 

BALCA Interview with Tucky Blunt June 2020.
Written By: Javier Armas @javiers.organics
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BALCA INTERVIEW:BALCA INTERVIEW:BALCA INTERVIEW:
TUCKY BLUNTTUCKY BLUNTTUCKY BLUNT

https://www.instagram.com/tuckyblunt80/
https://www.instagram.com/javiers.organics/
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BALCA: You guys doing that has inspired BALCA to do the same for Latinos in Cannabis and

come up with a list. 

Tucky: Nice. And for the record, we are doing Black and Brown business, I love that. We are all

going to build together. At the end of the day, It's us versus them, no offense, and we have to all

work together. We all link together. I'm glad you guys are doing that. This is the stuff I am talking

about, this has nothing to do with the benefit but it had a whole other effect somewhere else i

love hearing that. 

BALCA: Do you think streets were listening and maybe educated some street elements during

the fundraiser? 

Tucky: I personally don't know. The industry has been under attacked for 8 years. I have linked

up with other Oakland dispensary owners hearing their horror stories. If you are in that life you

have to choose to get out of the life. For those who could listen, you are robbing your own. Other

brothers too. I am from here, I'm from this hood. If the fundraiser is going to have an effect, it will

not be immediate, it's not in the news. We just need to get this information out there. 

BALCA: How is Blunts and Moore doing? 

Tucky: We are still closed unfortunately. Going through the insurance process, Hopefully get

open in the next two weeks crossing my fingers. 

BALCA: Is there anything the community can do to help Blunts and Moore? 

Tucky: Donations was one thing and Just be ready when we are open. Enjoy the good vibes with

the COVID 19 rules. I just want to get back open. Having the community come together was more

important for me. That's what really matters. 
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"NICE. AND FOR THE RECORD, WE ARE DOING
BLACK AND BROWN BUSINESS, I LOVE THAT.
WE ARE ALL GOING TO BUILD TOGETHER. AT
THE END OF THE DAY, IT'S US VERSUS THEM,

NO OFFENSE, AND WE HAVE TO ALL WORK
TOGETHER."
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BALCA: I was super excited to hear that METHOD MAN wanted to release TICAL at Blunts and

Moore. 

Tucky: When I first got with them, on my end, they reached out to me which was amazing, and

they wanted to be in BLACK shops first. They prefer Black shops. How do we get into Black shops

in Oakland, SF and Vallejo, Berner on Haight, B Legit with Hip Hop station in Vallejo, I didn't want

to have competition in Oakland, so blunts and moore would be Oakland. We would have

exclusive releases in the Bay Area. TICAL was for it. Just tried to link up the Bay Area like we are

and I want to work with TICAL as an equity consultant. 

BALCA: Equity is important to develop its business presence. 

Tucky: I am the first, so I should be able to consult on that. I love blunts and moore and want to

franchise and I can use my job title, I know how to work and build up the business. We agreed to

sit down and right one pager together. 

BALCA: How does this affect the Oakland Equity Movement and equity funds?

Tucky: People like us had to go find money for our business. Now with state equity funds we

need to start seeing tangible evidence where this equity money is going. That is where the

oversight comes in at, to see where it is going, maintaining certain thresholds. I think it is stupid

you have to remain an Oakland citizen to qualify for the equity program. We are getting robbed

every other week and you want us to live in Oakland to gain our equity licenses. 

BALCA: And all the people pushed out because of gentrification. 

Tucky: Exactly, it's a great program but it needs some finetuning. There is no other way to say it. 
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BALCA: How Do you see the equity cannabis movement empowering the BLM movement? 

Tucky: Hopefully it empowers in the sense that all black lives matter and black cannabis owners

lives matter and we are all in this together. We are on the front lines. Being realistic to see any

immediate effect, no I do not. The crimes in the cannabis space had nothing to do with the

Black Lives matter movement. This was just a criminal opportunity because the police were not

coming. The reason why we are donating to the funds is because of what was going on to cause

this stuff to happen. Donating to the cause shows we are all together. 

BALCA: This is being put on by BALCA Newsletter and Oakland has a history of Black and Brown

Unity in Social Movements, what do how do in cannabis as far as Black and Brown unity? 

BALCA: It's going on right now, the sky's the limit. Everyone is trying to collaborate. Everyone

does not have to be with everyone’s brand, but if we are all in the same space, it's like we are

McDonalds and Wendy's. We really are cool. If I see the linking, because every time I walk into a

room it's been Black and Brown, It's going on now. It's nothing that hasn't happened already. We

are doing it now because we need that unity. 

BALCA: Final Thoughts

Tucky: Continue to not retaliate, find a way to educate. Just tell people who want to get into the

space the space is open. But don't just come in to expect to grow or sell. And this is for all

people of color. Even people coming back and getting released for all our brothers and sisters

criminalized for cannabis, if you are not ready to be in the space business wise, save that space

for those who really want to take this as a business. Because you not taking the space seriously

will take it away from someone who works at Blunts and Moore, Cloud 9 cannabis. Get in the

industry for whatever level works for you. Not everyone can grow and not everyone can sell. The

space is wide open but don't take good space away from someone who deserves it.
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Dania: Thank you for doing this work with BALCA, it's great to be included in this space, when

the space was not engineered for our communities. 

BALCA: Oh please, it is great to sit down and catch up on all your important work. Let’s get into

what inspired you to make a topical and form this company, Ojo De La Sol. 

Dania: I grew up in the Bay Area playing sports, sports is an integral part of my life. I grew up

playing soccer...from Oakland Rockridge soccer league, to UC Berkeley, where I was one of the

captains, to Pro soccer in Brazil for Santos FC and the Bay Area Breeze. Unfortunately, my time

was cut short due to a chronic foot injury. I left Santos (home to legendary players Pele, Marta,

and Robinho) with the idea that once I was able to heal, I would return. In 2006 I came back

home to California. My foot injury was so bad I could no longer run. I couldn't wear soccer cleats.

My physical injuries coincided with emotional distress not just as a response to the changes in

my physical health but in response to the deteriorating health of my community - closely

witnessing displacement and homelessness by members of my extended family. During this time

I started leaning into my family's traditional practices to figure out how to heal myself both

mentally and physically. My Dad has been a big inspiration for me in exploring plant medicine

practices. I started making topicals to deal with chronic pain - arthritis and inflammation for his

ailments and my body. I started juicing cannabis leaves, making tinctures and then venturing

into topicals. In 3-4 weeks of cannabis juicing I was able to make significant strides in my healing

to get off pharmaceuticals.
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BALCA INTERVIEW:BALCA INTERVIEW:BALCA INTERVIEW:
DANIA OJO DE LA SOLDANIA OJO DE LA SOLDANIA OJO DE LA SOL

DANIA CABELLO OJO DEL
AL SOL OAKLAND.
Written by  Javier Armas

@javiers.organics

https://www.instagram.com/ojodelasol/
https://www.instagram.com/javiers.organics/
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BALCA: That’s amazing, was it decarboxylated THCA, non-pyschoactive? 

Dania: Yes. It takes a large quantity of flower to make what I was juicing. So it wasn't necessarily

sustainable or cost effective. But around that time I became a devoted student of the cannabis

plant. Sometimes they say a certain medicine in your life finds you, I felt that cannabis found me

and I became a student devoted to this plant. I’ve been following it ever since i - studying it,

exploring with it, and in the process learning how to heal myself. It has also been very effective in

healing other people. When I started Ojo De La Sol it wasn’t intended to be a “brand”.  It wasn’t

intended to be part of this crazy industry. It started as a very personal journey of wellness and

indigenizing my health, reclaiming practices lost and stripped from me and my family.  Ojo de la

Sol, comes from a play with words influenced by different layers of my life. My mom used to call

me Ojo de Lince, which means eye of the links. Someone with Ojo de Lince  has keen perception,

with insight and sees what is not visibly there. As an adult I started developing Vitiligo, which is a

skin disorder - I started losing the melanin around my eyes, later spreading to other parts of my

body. I first wanted to name my company ojo de lince, but the name didn’t flow well for me in

multiple languages. So one day I was the ocean, a really important place of joy for me, I was

watching the sunset over the water listening to De La Soul and it just hit me...from ojo del lince

to Ojo De La Sol. The name is a way to honor the feminine energy of the plant - I chose to change

the spanish gender of the sun from el to la. I get some flack from people who try to correct my

grammar of the sun but they don't understand that the name was very intentionally given.  So

that’s my origin story...and my shout out to hip hop and to my mom and to the sun - all who

helped raise this young Latina from the Bay. 

BALCA: I didn't know any of that. Now, I know a little about your dad, not too much. But I know

about the Chilean community. 

Dania: My parents were political exiles from Chile. They were forced to flee during the 70s during

the Pinochet dictatorship where members of my family were murdered and tortured and

thousands of Chileans were disappeared or murdered. 
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BALCA: Your parents are very political, they're

both involved?

Dania: I wouldn't say that they were super

political, when it all went down. The

politicization of my parents came after

experiencing having to flee for their lives. My

dad's brother was tortured and murdered.

That murder really impacted his wellbeing, he

never recovered from that. There’s an

indescribable pain that comes from living in

exile, and I witnessed it, dare to say

experienced it myself intimately.  
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One of the ways in which my dad coped was through farming, being connected to the
land, and working with herbs and planting his garden. As a kid, being in the garden with my

dad was our sacred time, working in silence together, connecting with the plants, and treating

ourselves with herbs when we were sick.

Working in his garden helped him cope the fact that he is not in his land and is not with
his family and that his brother was murdered and tortured, and he couldn't do anything
about it. My dad spent 30 years, on the low, researching and gathering information about the

exact night of his brother's murder. Over time, they were given three to four different death

certificates and causes for death. My parents worked tirelessly at their jobs. They had small shops

in Oakland like mom-and-pop shops. His was an electronic repair shop. My mom's was a baby

store.

BALCA: In the Oakland Temescal area?

Dania: All in North Oakland. The first few were on College Avenue, by the Rockridge Bart. 

BALCA: Your dad played an influence with cannabis?

Dania: Cannabis was something that he used to treat his migraines, but there was still taboo in

my family around the plant. When I started making topicals, and started juicing leaves, my

parents saw the positive effects it was having on my ability to essentially live again and be well.

They put their bias and fears aside and started becoming much more open to cannabis. I think

there's also something about the fact that since topical is not particularly psychoactive, it's like a

“welcoming” place to start with the unlearning of taboo. He was a big advocate of just continuing

the exploration of what this plant can do in different forms. He uses different forms of it for his

migraines, he uses my salve daily. My mom uses my tincture to help her sleep - which is currently

in R&D. I currently have two products out on the market - a Relief Salve and Recovery Bath Salts.

I have five other products that I will soon relaunch.  Hopefully 2021 will be a year of growth.

BALCA: Tell us about your two topicals. 
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Dania: The Relief Salve is 300 milligrams of

THC to effectively help decrease

inflammation and pain and ease muscle

tension. It's I often say it's like a miracle

ointment because it also helps with skiing

infections, it helps clear scarring, rashes,

eczema, psoriasis, ease pain of menstrual

cramps, it can even moisturize your skin.

BALCA: Do you feel like you have a unique

method of making your topical that's

different from all the other topicals in the

market? Photo by Gani Piñero
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Dania: I know that the methods I use are not as common anymore. I use traditional cooking

methods, which means over low heat, the whole plant cooks for 24 hours for every batch. It's a

very slow cooking process which means other companies often lean towards using isolates,

which is a condensed derivative of the plant. And I choose to use the whole plant and that's a

really big part of my philosophy. Cutting corners will hurt the efficacy of the medicine felt by the

users. And I'm not interested in just selling, putting more stuff into the world. Every time I put

out a batch, I'm cognizant of the fact that there's more stuff that can harm the world going out -  

There are more glass jars, and there are more paper labels. And for that reason, I make my
batches small and I do not over-produce. These are parts of my philosophy that make it
really difficult to remain a small producer. But I am hopeful and committed to my
philosophy that people will begin to prioritize those small details of businesses, that it will
influence who consumers invest in, and what products they use. I trust that in the long term

I will feel in peace with the growth of my business. I will not sacrifice my principles and in order

to see this business grow.

BALCA: You keep doing what you're doing. It's so genuine. So, you’ve shared about one product,

what is the other you have out? 

Dania: Oh, yes. The other is the Recovery

Bath Salts. As a former professional athlete,

Epsom salt baths were a very regular part of

my recovery and my healing post

performance. The addition of cannabis in

Bath Salts is a really effective way to get the

medicine deep into your body - the warm

water helps the medicine penetrate the

skin more. The salts are 75 milligrams of

THC, which is almost three times as strong

as the average cannabis salts on the

market. And part of my reason wasn't to

outperform other people, but it was that I

know what it is to live with chronic pain.

When I take a bath, and I buy something

with cannabis in it, I'm not interested in the

placebo effect. I want it to work to target

the areas that are inflamed or in pain.

That's why they’re made so strong. 

BALCA: Okay. Is there anything else about this product that you feel like is special to something

unique that you created? And its formation something that stands out?

Dania: Yes, I guess two things are the ingredients and the partnerships I’m forming. One of the

main ingredients that I have in those two products is turmeric.

Photo by Gani Piñero
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BALCA: Okay, interesting. I haven't seen this in the

market.

Dania: I haven't seen any other company use -

although that doesn't mean that people aren't

doing it - I just haven’t come across it. Cannabis

and turmeric enhance one another’s anti-

inflammatory properties. They work together

creating an entourage effect. One of the

inspirations for this came from the Bay Area. We

have a sister here in Oakland, Sana Javerikadri,

founder of Diaspora Co. -  decolonizing the spice

trade from her homeland in India. Her company

started with importing turmeric and has grown to a

number of other spices. Sana was already within

the ecosystem in the Bay that I exist in. So all of the

turmeric used in my products is single-origin

turmeric, directly from the farms in India, where

farmers are compensated for their labor with

livable wages, health care...there's a lot of intention

in Sana’s business. Her work is an inspiration and

we agree on principles that humanize business. I

could have gone with cheaper, less sustainably

sourced turmeric that could essentially cause a lot

of other detrimental effects to the environment, to

labor practices, to farming practices. 

The collaboration with Diaspora Co. is indicative of the partnership that Ojo De La Sol engages in.

Every single collaboration supports small, BIPOC, family-run businesses - the Yemeni-owned

beeswax company based in Oakland, the Pakistani-owned print shop, to Diaspora Co. and the

farmers in India, and to Sanctuary Farms a Puerto Rican-owned cannabis farm in Mendocino. Our

Sol System is not by default, there’s a whole system of intention behind it. It is really important to

me that every partnership that supports the production of this medicine be reflective of the type

of healing this world needs.

BALCA: Amazing. I did not know any of that. What about Yemenis beeswax?

Dania: Yeah, so there's a Yemeni family here in Oakland, who has a honeybee shop, and I

purchase their beeswax in bulk. I've been working with them for almost a decade now.

BALCA: And what is the use of beeswax?

Dania: Beeswax helps to solidify the coconut oil base of the salve. I've learned things about

beeswax that I would have never imagined I’d have to learn. Apparently companies that harvest

beeswax in bulk will often use high levels of a chemical called coumaphos - not something you’d

want on your skin or to ingest - which will not pass the strict cannabis lab testing. And so by

working with The Honey Bee Shop, there is a guarantee that my lab tests are incredibly clean.
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BALCA: So, have you been able to pass and get all your COAs really clean and with good results?

Dania: Yes. To the point where I had one of the scientists reading my results exclaim, “We rarely

see a product this clean, whatever you're doing, keep doing it."

BALCA: This is amazing. I did not know all these amazing things. So, you have these two

products, you're obviously in the industry, but you have some ambivalences about the industry.

You obviously have strong community engagement. 

Dania: Well, I'm still figuring it out on a month-by-month basis, but one of the more simple ways

that I sustain this is I have to enjoy working, doing other things outside of this industry so I still

work and consult with Critical Resistance - a prison abolitionist organization founded by Angela

Davis's. I also work in sports education + wellness consulting with organizations and schools in

liberatory pedagogy for sports...how to think about freedom and wellness through the body and

through our play. These are the passions of my life that I braid together. And I will continue to do

them. So, that's kind of one way that I, in a very practical way, sustain this work in cannabis.

BALCA: I remember you were a counselor at life Academy Oakland High School. And did you

have a sports therapy role there?

Dania: Yeah, I founded a soccer program called Futbolistas 4 Lifethat was actually featured in a

documentary around the healing power of soccer, in the context of the lives of children who are

immigrants or first generation Americans dealing with the reality of having undocumented

family members or undocumented themselves, and losing members of our community to gun

violence and deportation. We ended up launching a campaign to build a soccer field at our

school in East Oakland and were awarded a $100,00 grant from the US Soccer Federation to get

us started in 2011. The Futbolistas field was built and is now home to hundreds of athletes in East

Oakland.

BALCA: That's amazing.Dania: Thank you. So, these are the different hats that I have learned and

continue to wear. I think it's important to remain creative. One of the things my dad says to me,

and this is one of my favorite quotes, thinking about the context of his life and how they've made

their lives here and how I'm creating my business based on the tools at my disposal, is the

philosophy that "Without creativity, we would die". And that is both a lesson but also an

inspiration for me to continue to work in these very nontraditional ways. I don't have my nine to

five office zoom life job, everything that I do, I'm right now creating with other freedom fighters

and healers, to chart out the life and the reality that we want of wellness and wellbeing.
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"I ALSO WORK IN SPORTS EDUCATION + WELLNESS CONSULTING WITH
ORGANIZATIONS AND SCHOOLS IN LIBERATORY PEDAGOGY FOR

SPORTS...HOW TO THINK ABOUT FREEDOM AND WELLNESS THROUGH THE
BODY AND THROUGH OUR PLAY. THESE ARE THE PASSIONS OF MY LIFE

THAT I BRAID TOGETHER."
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CHILE Section

BALCA: Why is Critical Resistance important to you in your life mission and your company?

Dania: Working with Critical Resistance is an extension of my family’s fight for justice in this

country. A long story short - in the mid 90’s my dad was able to track down the man who

murdered his brother in Chile. He was living in the United States under the FBI witness

protection program in Miami, Florida. My dad brought this case to the Center for Justice and

Accountability here in San Francisco. Thanks to the creation of the internet, and a selection of

CIA files pertaining to Operation Condor (the US involvement in supporting Chile’s military take-

over) had been made available to the public. It turns out that the Chilean officer who murdered

my uncle was also the culprit of the first US bomb assassination in Washington DC of

government officials. This launched the first international human rights lawsuit in this country

using the alien claims tort Act  - a law that was written in the 1700’s to address harms

committed by pirates at sea. It was a precedent setting case, not just for Chile, but for US courts.

This lawsuit took 30 years to realize, which is indicative of my family's deep sense of justice. And

that's what I grew up with; to fight for what is life-affirming. I give this context because the

murderer/assassin, Armando Fernandez-Larios, who used medieval torture techniques to kill

people including my uncle, was a graduate and trained student here in the US at the School of

the Americas - Like many generals of US-supported dictators throughout Latin America. So, I

have to think about how living in this country - part of our American contradiction means living

in the same country that helped murder, torture and uproot my family’s entire existence. My

work with Critical Resistance is a continuation to dismantle the harms of the military industrial

complex and also reflective of the partnerships we center as we grow… When my family’s small

business went under due to internet sales wiping out mom n pop shops - we sold our warehouse

in North Oakland to Critical Resistance.
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On September 11, 1973, Chilean General Pinochet, backed by the US and CIA forces, staged a coup on President Salvador Allende. The

government that followed was a military dictatorship that tortured and killed thousands of Chileans for the following years, with notable

human right violations. The Bay Area has a community of Chilean refugee exiles, many victims of human rights violations, or friends and

family members who were such victims.
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BALCA: There's one in Fruitvale that's very active.

Dania: West Oakland, East Oakland, a couple in North Oakland, because this is a time where we

have to learn how to move differently and if that means helping each other in a time when not

everybody has the same access to food or to money to buy food. There are things that we can do

which the government should be doing for us, but clearly we can't solely rely on government.

There's this quote that my friend Goldie uses a lot - Goldie does a lot of mutual aid work - and

constantly reminds us, "Nobody helps the people like the people."  I believe that, I live by that.

BALCA: So for your products you do all the cooking and all the sales as well?

Dania: All the cooking, marketing, packaging, cleaning, and everything...for now.

BALCA: That is so powerful. How do you think your relationship with critical resistance can

merge with BALCA? Is there any room for beginning collaborations? 

Dania: It’s a member run organization. So, anything that gets proposed would have to get first

eyes and approval to make sure that it's consistent with the work that CR is doing. But I think

that there is definitely room right now. I manage the building over at 4400. They hired me to

manage my family's old building and manage the archiving of the transformation, and continue

to nurture the relationships in the neighborhood that I had been forging for years, and to curate

community events. We created a story series early last year and we’ve just launched Freedom

Fridays - a monthly event series connecting abolitionist work to the local neighborhood and to

individuals who are locked in prisons. And so, I think that within Freedom Fridays, there's

definitely room to imagine a way that would make sense for BALCA to get involved given how

many people are incarcerated due to the war on drugs. 

BALCA: We can totally come out with dynamic

events.

Dania: It's just a matter of organizing and then

seeing what's possible and what's meaningful

because also trying to do things that are very

intentionally deliberate during this time where

people are really struggling. The last one we did

was the holiday prisoner mailer, for the annual

mailer, that critical resistance does, we opened up

the back lot. And because we're in a social

distance, COVID pandemic time, it was just a drop

off and pick-up people would drop off mutual aid,

food donations, where we have a mutual aid

fridge, hosted by the town fridge. That was really

important for me to get done early on and

amazing that the town fridge was able to offer

that to different communities to put free

refrigerators. So thanks to the people who activate

it, who use it, drop off food and who maintain it.

http://criticalresistance.org/chapters/cr-oakland/
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BALCA: Do you do the distribution when a retailer places the order? Do you also drive?

Dania: No, I don't have that license, but I'm facilitating every part of it. My hope is to include

more people and to invite people who want to learn with me and be a part of the cannabis

industry. People who want to learn about medicine, who want to live a lifestyle of movement and

wellness. So, that's one branch. And then the other is to just keep forging these relationships. It's

hard to make a super clear plan of what this is going to be, and it's going to be in every

dispensary in California. Sure, that would be amazing. But it's more so that it grows to include

more people. And that in a way that helps heal whatever it is that it's a part of whether it's

breaking down the military industrial complex, abolishing the police, in helping people learn

how to take ownership of their wellness to move their bodies to stretch to play, to think critically.

That's my goal. And if one day, people heal themselves enough to put me out of business that

would be a success. I would never put all my eggs in one basket. If I didn't have a Ojo De La Sol,
I would continue to do many other things. And so, it would be a dream for a company like mine

to essentially go out of business because that would mean people don't need it. That would

mean people are healing themselves and not living a life of pain, inflammation, and tension. 

BALCA: How does Ojo de La Sol help the community in a medical sense?
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Dania: We all know somebody, an elder, an

athlete, a caretaker who is dealing with pain. This

medicine really helps people get to the root of

their problems to begin moving differently, to be

able to get to a place that they're well enough to

do their physical therapy. It is a really beautiful

compliment to people's lives. And the only way

it's going to grow is if people use it. And if I want

them to know anything, I want people to know

that the medicine is long lasting. It's not the kind

of medicine where you buy a jar and it's gone in

a month and you have to go rebuy it. The

foundation of my philosophy is that if it works,

you are going to tell somebody and then they'll

go get it for themselves because it lasts a long

time. So, consider supporting it to consider trying

it out to ask for it at their local dispensary

because it has been very difficult for the last soul

to get into shelf space to get into dispensaries to

get past the security guard to reach the buyer.

There has been nothing that is easy about this.

Not that I needed it to be easy. I just didn't

imagine there would be so many gatekeepers at

so many levels, keeping my product from their

shelves,

https://ojodelasol.com/
https://ojodelasol.com/
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BALCA: If someone wants to buy one or two

products, how do they buy it?

Dania: You can visit OjoDeLaSol.com, there

is a tab that lets you know which

dispensaries and delivery services carry

them. It's currently available at a few

dispensaries in the East Bay. A couple of

home delivery distributors are set up in the

North Bay. It's available at Padre Mu for

home delivery in the East Bay at Farmacy
Dispensary in Berkeley. In San Francisco, it

can be delivered by ONA Life Delivery. Up

in Marin, it can be delivered by Nice Guys
Delivery. And the bath salts are available at

Barbary Coast. And we're hoping to expand

that, but people need to request it and

request the South at Barbary Coast. So, on

my website, lists a direct link to every

delivery service and dispensary that carries

Ojo de la sol. Soon to hit the LA market.

BALCA: Incredible, Any last messages for

the BALCA community?

Dania: Gratitude. We are carving a niche in an industry that wasn't designed for Latinas

to be central figures. It wasn’t designed for Black and Indigenous people to be a part of it

and it so the fact that people identify with BALCA and are supporting your work is how

we will all survive. Sending gratitude to everybody who is aware of that and is opting into

this cannabis community.

Photo by Gani Piñero

https://ojodelasol.com/
https://ojodelasol.com/
https://padremu.com/
https://padremu.com/
https://padremu.com/
https://www.farmacyberkeley.com/
https://www.ona.life/
https://www.niceguysdelivery.com/menu
https://barbarycoastsf.com/
https://barbarycoastsf.com/
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BALCA: Thank you for spending sometime with BALCA. Please share some of your background

and history, how did Put Color Back Into Cannabis come into being?

Scheri: I'm actually from Minnesota. I've wanted to always be in an area where I could grow and

work with weed, grow it myself, be able to wear whatever I wanted and make money! Those were

my goals of what I wanted to do, and I didn't understand why it would be impossible to have a

career where I am able to do things like that. This thought escalated me to come to California.

When I came on to California, I was actually 23 and I knew I wanted to be in the cannabis

industry. I told myself I wasn't going to waste the opportunity the universe had given me that I

was going to push myself to be out here. 

  So, I actually lived off my savings for two months, pushing myself to be able to get any type of

industry job. And what I didn't realize is that before legalization, it was about who you know, to

get in the industry. I applied at a lot of different places to try to get in and it was about the

connections that you can get - just like in any cannabis industry, but this time there is actually a

dispensary and there are walls. But then right when I was about to give up, and I wasn't about to

take just any regular job just to be able to make an income. So, January 2018 is when it changed

to legalization. And at that point, everybody was needed, it was all hands-on deck.
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  So, then any application that came in, people were actually taking an opportunity to and that

was my opening. And so even though that was a really bad time for the industry because the

taxes increased and dosages on THC were low on edibles and we know the whole list of

negatives. And because of that being my opening I was able to prove that even though I didn't

know as much about the cannabis plant, So I was thankfully able to be part of one of the floor

staff as a consultant here at a dispensary in Sacramento and I worked there for about eight

months. I learned from some people who grew up in this area and I learned different things

about the cannabis plant. I learned all about the different effects the different cannabinoids, the

terpenes, the different benefits of what a vape does compared to flower or edibles and drinks, all

the different things that you don't learn in a state that you have to go purchase your cannabis in

the Home Depot parking lot. I actually paid attention and I was able to learn and advance myself

to a degree that I didn't see myself going to. When you are in Minnesota, unfortunately, they view

California dispensaries like the show "Disjointed" on Netflix. And it is can be frustrating when you

come to California, you actually work in the industry, that you see movies or TV shows, giving the

representation to so many other people throughout the country, that's how the industry is,

because that's exactly the impression it gave me. And then I realized that it's hard work with

medical benefits.

BALCA: What's this impression, Minnesota impression of dispensaries?

Scheri: That it's like the show Disjointed on Netflix.

It's that you can have a good time and that you

can smoke all the time. You are just selling weed

that you smoke on the job and it's just a good

time. And the thing is, there are times when I

would call my friends up after work and I said, "I'm

having a hard day" because of something and all

my friends would tell me that I work with weed so

I shouldn't be upset. But It's a hard job and you
are dealing with people's livelihoods, trying to
recommend something to somebody to make
sure that it's going to benefit them in the end.
And you're trying to learn somebody in

approximately five to 10 minutes of a conversation,

so your head is in a different mind space other

than just a Bag of Weed. So then about eight

months into that position, I was offered a position

as a BA for a Big Cannabis Company. And I

accepted it because I realized that I wanted to

escalate my abilities in the industry. I realized that

I really liked selling weed But I wanted more time

to educate them. 

  And when I was a consultant, my boss kept telling me that the point of the job was to get

people in and out and sell them the product, do what they needed to and send them on their

way. I liked educating them. There were people that came in and liked talking to me because I

would let them know if this was beneficial to them. I was being told to stop that because it

wasn't my main job. My job was to see if this product was for them and let them go and see if it

was for their lifestyle and let them know the different things. So, when an opportunity to be

become an educator came available, I took that.
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BALCA: Okay, so they shifted you from brand ambassador to educator.

Scheri: I would say brand ambassador is an educator because I do staff trainings as well. So I do

staff trainings as a brand ambassador, I would do it or I would do a staff training for the

budtenders. But then also during my demos, I would give swag out, but people would ask what's

the difference between sun grown and indoor? What benefits are there to sun grown cannabis

compared to indoor? What benefits does having CBD cannabis have compared to regular high

THC cannabis. And that is what I enjoyed. Because when you are sitting there waiting in line and

you're just standing there, some people will actually want to have a conversation. Some don't

some do. But those ones that were willing to listen, I wanted to talk to them because there’s

more to cannabis than just a high THC potency. There' is more to cannabis than just a sparkly

bud. There is a lot more to it to those that are willing to listen, and I wanted to express that too.

So that's why I took the position with Flow Kana and about a year and a half into into that is

when Put Color Back In Cannabis  got started. I was actually doing a demo in a town. 

BALCA: That is such an interesting and important cannabis history. 

Scheri: I was doing my thing for a while, being able to go up pretty much up and down the state

being a BA. I had the territory from Tahoe, all the way down to Coalinga. So, it was a long area,

and I got to see all different types of people. And for some reason, I don't know what it was,
but still to this day, I have not figured out why I didn't realize it, but I wasn't aware of the
issues that people of color were really facing in the industry, myself included. It wasn't

until about a year and a half into being a BA while I was doing a demo in the Modesto California

area that I had my first realization. I don't want to say it was my first encounter, because I'm

pretty sure that I have encountered a lot more that I just wasn't aware of. My first awareness of it,

because a customer blatantly came out and made a comment was shocking based on my

education standpoint, because when you're doing a demo, you are taught to pretty much

acknowledge anybody. So, when I'm doing a demo, they come in and say, "Hey, how are you

doing? What are you shopping for?" He brushed me off. And I've always told myself that I'm there

for multiple hours. So, it's not my job to chase anybody, if you want to talk to me, it's cool. If not,

we're going let you go on with your day. And what happened was, he ended up being one of

those eavesdroppers and he didn't want to give time of day, but I will eavesdrop on your

conversation to see if it's worth my time. And I was talking to somebody with a deal that was

going on. I was doing my whole spiel about growing cannabis. And I'm not prone to saying that I

know everything. But I do pride myself on knowing what I talk about. Because I like to make sure

I'm educated when I speak as much as possible.
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Scheri: He made it clear that he was surprised I knew all of this. And I was like, "What do you

mean?" And he said, "Well, for being who you are," and then he pointed at me. So, it was just, it

was one of those moments that took me back because I've never had somebody say something

like that so boldly. And the reason why this is important or mentioned in the Minnesota part is

because I felt completely stuck. I felt as a black woman, embarrassed, aggravated and
active, that I wanted to just go off on him. But then the Minnesota woman and I worked
so hard to be in this industry, traveled across the country, switched my life around, went
through all the ups and downs of trying to escalate and get in this industry, she didn't
want to lose her job because of a customer. So, overall, I stayed quiet. And we let him go on

with his day. But I was really upset. I was extremely upset, I was confused. I didn't understand

how someone could not, how someone could literally even get an eye and give me the benefit of

the doubt. Just because of the color of my skin. And it made me think about the fact that this

has happened before that I didn't even notice. And it just made me even more and more mad.

And I was talking to my friend about it. . And she was a white woman too, that I was talking to.

She explained it to me that there are multiple people and she asked me if I noticed that there

are actually a lot of storefronts and deliveries that aren't owned by people of color. I was mad at

myself for basically doing nothing that I talk about people doing now. And I think that's also why

I'm such a big advocate because I literally was activated. I have not been an activist until I
came to California. I got activated; because I had I ended up getting woken up to
something straight up. I know that phrase isn't popular anymore, but it is accurate. My

eyes were woken up to what came to me. And that's when I remember telling her it's not fair.

And I thought his is literally an industry that is built on our backs. There are so many people of

color that are in jail. And it doesn't make sense why we can't put color back in cannabis.

BALCA: wow, intense. 

Scheri: Exactly. And that's when it came to me and that's exactly what it is like, "It needs to be

put color back in cannabis." And that's why it is mentioned in the title. Because I don't want

people to look at the title and feel confused as to what we are doing here.

BALCA: That is a very powerful, amazing story.

Scheri: Thank you.

BALCA: I've heard brand histories many times and the precision of your mission is a head and

shoulders beyond 99% of the companies out there.

Scheri: Thank you, that means a lot. I truly appreciate that.

 "THERE ARE SO MANY PEOPLE OF COLOR THAT
ARE IN JAIL. AND IT DOESN'T MAKE SENSE WHY

WE CAN'T PUT COLOR BACK IN CANNABIS."
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BALCA: I'm glad you explained that. So that's how "put color back into cannabis was formed as a

concept from that experience." How did you go from concept to company and product? 

Scheri: It elevated and it continues to elevate. Honestly, it was just designed to be an emerging

brand; believe it or not, I never really wanted to own a business. Because I have seen how a lot of

business owners struggle, and it really upsets me about business owners. And that's why I pride

myself, I promised myself that I won't do this. A lot of business owners seem disconnected from

their business and from the people that are that are their business. And that hurts and I get it.

You are too busy, you're doing meetings but why is it that you know five people in your company,

when you have a company of 200 people? I didn’t want to be like that, But I was like this is going

to have to happen, somebody needs to make some type of noise, so I'm going to start making it

with T shirts. That was my whole thing. I was going to try it with T shirts just to try to get the

conversation going. All I wanted to do was amplify it. And that's what I want people to

understand as this gets bigger.

BALCA: What was the timeframe between this racist incident and your T-shirt formation?

Scheri: I would say, September of 2019. And then I launched it. So if it happened I would say it

happened around September 2019. And the T-shirts were officially printed and ready to go in

February or March. So it took a minute for me to even get the design and what I wanted to do

with the design. Because how do I express, putting color back in cannabis? Honestly, I want this

to be a message that I can get out. But one that's not going to break my bank, but it needs to be

a message. And to be honest, what really took a minute was, how do I express the colors?

Because I wanted everybody to feel like they understood that's what I want. I want it when you

hear the title and you see the title, what it is with no question. So that's what got me that main

issue when I started with the T-shirts. I wanted it to be a message to get out there and be more

of a merch brand. And then I realized probably six months into COVID, I realized that it needed
to be more than just a merch brand. And the reason is because we needed to figure out
how to make it more of a mission more than just merch, if that makes sense. I wanted it to

be a merch brand. But I wanted to figure out how I can amplify it. And this is the most important

part that I want everybody to understand. And that definitely needs to be part of the article that

it's only designed to amplify. And that's why anybody can see that in the mission statement, they

see it anywhere on the bio. There are so many organizations that are unfortunately repeating the

same work. And not that it's a bad thing, because we need a lot of people bringing awareness to

certain issues. I'm saying that having repeat things, repeated options, or repeated organizations

or repeated missions, will not always get us results. And what we need is results. So I want to

come in and not be just another organization that is trying to fight for, to get everybody out of

jail or fight to get to one specific topic, that's not going to help anything. What I can do to help
in everything is bring awareness and shine a spotlight on all these organizations already
doing the work. So people know where to go and help.
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BALCA:  For sure.

Scheri: And that is what I want to do because for some reason, people don't know about

everything. So that's what I want to do. That's also why I do my weekly minority of women. And

I'm going to start doing a minority of the month, and different minority of the month

organizations. And these are things that people are doing as well too, but needs to be spread.

And all I want to do is just to shine a spotlight on the work that they are doing so that their work

isn't going unnoticed.

BALCA: For sure, beautifully said, and I feel like our BALCA newsletter really carries that same

spirit. So I'm really happy to hear that. And that's some powerful foundational work for our

community, 

Scheri: Thank you. But now it's turned into a three-step action plan. So, it went from being

merch and an amplifier, now being a three step action plan. So, the first year is all about

attention. You wanted to bring attention to the awareness, it's actually happened to the people

of the BIPOC community within the cannabis industry, you know, like there's a real issue going
on, starting from people being in jail, and having businesses that are making more profit
faster than people are getting expunges on their criminal records. That's a big issue. We are

having availability to a lot of different aspects right now that people are sitting in jail, losing their

lives for and not getting as many opportunities for their lives because of the exact same thing

that many are profiting from - those things need to be addressed.  And then after that, the

second year is taking action. So now that we spent the first year bringing attention to it that

people are mad, trying to bring more awareness and trying to figure out what they're going to

do, we need to come up with an action plan. And that's what this year is going to be about: how

can we get people to put more color on their shelves? How can we get brands and businesses to

put more people of color on their payrolls? How can we get these people that have records aren't

records? How can we get them expunged? What can we do as a community to actually get it to

happen? And then the third year, that's going to be accountability that now we have laid it out,

how do we get make sure that these people stick to it?

BALCA: That's amazing. So you have a real political action, really focused on prison equality and

prison liberation. Looking at the cannabis industry with accountability on those who are profiting

and making money, that's really amazing.

Scheri: What's important is the main agenda. I should say

that's now a really big agenda. But how did we get here? If

we continue to develop and keep going forward without

paying attention to how we got here and remembering that

we are not going to get forward to the way that we should

be. So, it's important that we now that as we keep escalating

because this industry isn't slowing down. This means that we

need to go backwards and pull the people that were back

there, that got us to where we are, pull them up with us.
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BALCA: How do you see doing that locally in Sacramento, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, the

cities that we deal with every day? Are there any thoughts about how this is going to play out?

Are there any kind of targets?

Scheri: I would like to highlight different people of color, or I should say, equity and minority

owned delivery services, brands, and storefronts. I already know that there are plenty of lists out

there that thankfully are bringing awareness to them. And I am, I'm hesitant to be another

person to add another list that isn't without having an action plan. Because I have the list ready

to be projected out and it could be a benefit. What I'm stuck on is how do we make it? How do

we get people to use it? How do I publish it, get people to be like, "Okay, I'm going to go to this

site, and I'm going to get gifted dojo on myself. I'm going to get Javier organics on myself." How

do we get them to do that? That's where I'm stuck right now.

BALCA: You want to build a powerful force that could challenge retail as a whole, to really give

serious space to equity?

Scheri: Yes, because what I hear from a lot of people, and I know some people who own delivery

services and people who own storefronts. They tell me that they just don't know that there are

some people who really just don't want to support equity. They don't want to admit it. But then

there are some people who want to change a little bit more, who are willing to take the step to

be able to see the community grow versus just grow their wallet. But they don't have a list for

some reason. They don't know where to start, they don't. So, all I wanted to do was create a list

because I with the grace of God and the salt with honestly the help of so many amazing souls. I

have a platform that people are using. I have a platform that people are going towards to try
to change how they're what they're doing in the cannabis industry. They go to my
platform in a way to be like, how can I put color in cannabis? Whether it be I want to put

color on my shelves or I want to color my payroll? Or I just want to support a colored business?

How do I do that? They come to my page for resources. I want to create a list that's available for

them to do the work. I want to eliminate the excuse but if I'm adding another list to the industry

into Google and I eliminated the excuse or am I just adding another layer to the internet?

BALCA: The motion that" put color back into cannabis" has been generating shows that your

growth rate is super impressive. Your messaging is on point, you have won over a lot of allies very

quickly that you don't personally know but the vibration is very impressive. "Put color black into

cannabis is a platform for all POC businesses in cannabis, to unite to build together. 
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Scheri: And that's exactly what I want. As I said, it started as a merch brand, but it's
escalating into a community. And I want it to be a safe place for brands and owners to
come forward and work together to be able to grow together. But then that's also like

creating a safe spot for people who want to grow their careers in the cannabis industry. People

of color that are growers that are buyers that are cultivators, people that want to just you know

be part of the industry even if you're a general manager, just a consultant, you work at target but

you want to be part of the industry but you don't but you want to make sure you work at a club

that respects you for who you are, and will not degrade you for being a player for the color of

your skin and wants to actually see you elevate and gives you the opportunity for promotions and

advancement. Give me your resume, and then when people are looking for places to go and hire,

then they can come to me, or come to the website and go from there, and it will be a platform of

safety. You don't have to be judged for the color of your skin, you actually will be judged on the

work ethic and the opportunity that you give yourself.

BALCA: That's beautiful, very powerful, visionary, right on. And I definitely a lot of people agree

with that vision you are putting forth so for sure. Let's go into some of your products. Do you have

a flagship product? How do you see that in the world of cannabis products?

Scheri: Thank you so much. I appreciate

that. So my products, the ones that I

have right now include the classic white

tee, which actually had two designs,

which isn't actually available right now.

I'm going to have to get that going

again, it was the classic logo run in the

pocket. And on the back, there are two

different designs, quite both of them

cannabis equality. But one also says

support minority owned businesses. One

is both of them are loud, but one is a

little bit louder and prouder. So, it gives

people the option of how they want to

express, but then that one ended up

being a really big popular one, which I

wasn't really sure of. I didn't know

people wanted to take it to the whole

level and support minority owned

businesses, but people really love that

design. So, I decided to put that on our

tote bag, which has actually become the

staple product.
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BALCA: The tote bag is incredible. 

Scheri: So, thank you, it's truly becoming like the staple product, and that's why I make sure I

carry enough of that on hands. It's actually the first product that I'm trying to get into retail

stores, or into a dispensary. So hopefully, if all things go well, that will be the first thing we'll

enter into shops, but whenever I make any product, I want something that people would want to

continuously wear in everyday life. Because not only am I creating a product, I'm creating a

message that needs to be spread. And the only way that you can spread a message is if you're

creating products that people want to use everywhere. A  tote bag is a big piece of retail, that's a

big canvas. So, you have a big opportunity right there. If you make it clean, if you make it

something that is unisex room that everybody will want to use in everyday life, you can get a

message out,

BALCA: Stylish, political, did you design it?

Scheri: Oh, every single pair of merch that comes out, I design it personally.

BALCA: Beautiful. So, you are vertically integrated as far as your intellectual property? 

Scheri: Yes.

BALCA: Wonderful.

Scheri: yeah we just launched a

hoodie that came out yesterday and

it's moving fast. We are actually

almost sold out. So, I'm going to

have to get another order coming

in. I didn't know it was going to

move as fast as it did. But I'll tell

you a little bit more about that in

just a second.
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BALCA: That's amazing. Congratulations. I'm very happy. You got a buzz and you have got some

motion and we could totally build off of that.

Scheri: Most definitely. And what's really great about the tote bag is that I love zippers. But

what's great about actually all of them merge and this is the big staple. All of the money that
people do when they put towards PCBIC every dollar is being spread out. So, it's a really big

thing to me is that I make sure that we're supporting minorities, because I am the one that is

designing them, but I can't print it. So I do work really hard to make sure that I find minority

printers, minority manufacturers that are who believe in the mission, but also, we can highlight

as well. So, recently, who have done my tote bags, and my T shirts were Deluxe printing which is

down in LA. They did it; they actually helped me with my last load of T-shirts and tote bags. And

then recently, who did my sweatshirts, or my hoodies designs for smoke loud speak loud

campaign, that's actually going to be B2B sign in prints out in San Leandro, and super dope dude

named Ryan, designs. And he just helped me bring my vision to life. So, a lot of different moving

parts here, which is how I work, I'm not going to lie.

BALCA: It's beautiful. You're building a beautiful POC ecological business community that has

principles of equality, not people trying to exploit each other. And I want to prove that we can all

grow together, for sure. 

Scheri: It's not easy to find everybody. But when you do find them, why not us all make money

together? Why is it that we have to only do it against each other when we can have it together?

And so that's why I also created the smoke cloud speak loud campaign. And that's when the

hoodies came out. 

BALCA: What's this campaign?

Scheri: Speak loud campaign is designed to
bring awareness to the opportunities that will
basically show how privileged we are right now
to live in this industry. And we need to remember

that, even though we have the opportunities to

walk into a dispensary and pick up a pre roll or pick

up an eighth, there is somebody who isn't able to

get a certain job or be able to do certain things,

because they sold an eighth right now. So certain

people that aren't able to be part of this industry

now that it's become legal, because they can't pay

for certain stuff, because they were only able to

survive when we were in the legacy market or we

were in profit first, so there are a lot of things that

we need to speak up about. So even though we

smoke loud, we need to speak loud, just as much.

You need to be vocal about the things that aren't

so right in the industry and the things that got us

here so just supposed to be kind of bringing more

awareness and remind us that we have

opportunities that weren't given to us for free and

there are some people paying the price for it.
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BALCA: So that's your recent campaign. How did you pick your really amazing earthy beige to

black color schema? 

Scheri: So, it's honestly skin tones. That was my whole thing. I wanted that when you look at it,

you think beautiful because that's the best part of it. We are beautiful creatures and anybody

who denies it is a liar. And we all have different melanin and different glows in us that make us

pop. That's a reason why a lot of white people try to get tan. It's not red, white and blue. It's not

red, orange, and green. It's us. We are the color of cannabis.

BALCA: You just blew my mind away. That's amazing. I had no idea, that makes so much sense.

And that is such a powerful human point for how you depicted your color scheme.

Scheri: I think it's important to know that this is definitely more of a community effort than I

thought it was ever going to be. I tried to do this on myself because I have a lot of issues sharing

responsibility. I have an issue of not giving tasks out because I'm one of those people who is

going to get it done better if I just handle it. But then in growing this mission, I realized I

couldn't do this by myself. And it was actually a really great lesson to learn. Because it

introduced me to so many talented people that I now need to use my platform to amplify and

be able to have those connections. So, this is definitely less of a brand and more of a community

space that is just growing every day, with more and more people coming into play and bringing

more awareness to it. I also want to make it clear that even though I'm doing a lot for the

industry, I am not someone who has been doing something for so long. I'm very vocal about it,

because I'm just a passionate person in general. But there are people who have been doing it

longer than me but, in my opinion,, I don't think it has anything really to do with longevity. I

think it has to do with the fact that if you're going to talk about it, you have to be about it just as

much. So that's where I stand on it, I haven't been doing it as long, but I am going to do it until it

is done.

BALCA:  I want to say I really appreciate you launching the fundraiser for BALCA. That really was

a pleasant surprise. No one had ever done that for us ever.

Scheri: I should probably touch on that as to what

was my contribution to the community. So, every

month, I donate 10% of my total proceeds. Or I

should say the pullback in cannabis is total

proceeds to an organization to bring more

awareness to their mission, to support them and to

grow more as a community. So, it hopefully

encourages people if they are not able to donate

specifically or directly to that organization, for some

reason. They can feel confident knowing that their

purchase of cannabis is supported, more than just

someone else's wallet that it's actually supporting

more. So that's where it really trickles down through

minority hands from top-down manufacturing all

the way down to the filing organization. So, thank

you so much for being our first launch. Because

definitely want to use you guys again, anytime.
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THE HEMP TWINS HAVE TRAVELED HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF MILES SEEKING THE
HEMP EDUCATION THAT WAS NOT PROVIDED TO THEM AND HAVE BROUGHT THAT

KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE BACK TO THEIR HOMETOWN AND COMMUNITY.

@ B A L C A _ B A Y A R E A

  Abigail Cuevas and her identical twin

sister, Noemy, also known as the Hemp

Twins, are first generation Mexican

Americans, born to immigrant parents.

Their mother is a street food vendor who

sells tamales, and has helped the twins

throughout their life and education. Their

father is a seamster who works in the

upholstery industry. They were born and

raised in the heart of South Central Los

Angeles, which has been impacted on the

War on Drugs.

  In 2010 Abigail was diagnosed with

Vitiligo, a non curable disease. Because of

the use of pharmaceuticals and UV

lighting. Therapy led to negative effects

and Noemy introduced Abigail to

Cannabis for Medical Purposes.

Throughout that journey the Hemp Twins

started their mission on Hemp-ping out

the world, one hempster at a time by

combining their passions of Education,

Cannabis, the Hemp Industry, organizing

and architecture.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
HEMP TWINS. CO-
FOUNDERS INDUSTRIAL
HEMP ALLIANCE.
Written by Abigail  & Noemy Cuevas

@IHAHemp

  The twins co-founded the Industrial Hemp

Alliance (IHA) in one of the Largest Community

College Districts (LACCD). They attended Los

Angeles Trade Technical College (LATTC) where

in 2018 they received their certification in

Architectural Technology. Throughout the

LACCD, the Hemp Twins host educational

hands-on Hempcrete Workshops, Culinary

Hemp Demonstrations, Panel Discussions, Q&A

sessions, and Expositions.

  Another thing the Hemp Twins are passionate

about is educating on the importance of

creating ways to use Industrial Hemp as an

alternative to materials such as plastic, cotton,

other toxic material that affect Mother Earth,

our health, our future generations, etc. They

love to bring awareness to their communities

about carbon-free environments. One vision is

to incorporate technology and hemp for

greener economic development. The goal is to

see a greener, more sustainable world from the

beginning of the hemp process at the seed, to

a finished product, to decomposition.

https://hempalliance.wixsite.com/hemp
https://www.instagram.com/ihahemp/
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  The hemp twins have traveled hundreds of thousands of miles seeking the

Hemp Education that was not provided to them and have brought that

knowledge and experience back to their hometown and community. They are at

the forefront of the hemp industry, not to be confused with the cannabis

industry that includes the psycho-active properties of cannabis, rather the

industrial side of hemp specifically. This hemp industry passion combined with a

love of architecture and travel all inspired the passion to educate the world,

starting from local communities, about the importance of hemp for Building

Material, Hemp Fashion, Hemp Food, Hemp Health, Hemp for Animals and Pets,

Hemp Cosmetics, Hemp Business, Hemp Curriculum and Hemp

Entrepreneurship, to start.
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  One of the Hemp Twins’ biggest accomplishments is getting their hempcrete contractor

training which opened up the capabilities of building and designing with hemp. They have

knowledge and experience in building with hempcrete, hemp lime and hemp insulations as

solutions for greener and healthier materials. And their most recent recognition was for their

continuous work, over three years of helping to expunge criminal records in the city of Los

Angeles through the Social Impact Center.

  There are many goals and hemp-dreams the Twins are working towards developing. These are

some of their other accomplishments to date:

SDS2 Design
Hip Hop Architecture Camp 2017 
Completion of Design & Construction of High Performance Walls & Roofs
Inter-Club Council Recogntition
ICC Rookie Club of the Year
Judicial Committee Member 
Event Committee Member
The Yoga & Hiking Club
The Performing Arts Club
Faithfull supporter of Inter Club Council
RISE Club
Drone Pilot
Student Ambassador at LATTC
Outreach STEM & ALAS

The work continues for being inclusive with our Spanish and ASL communities.

For more information on the Hemp Twins contact:

(213) 318-8678

theHempTwins@gmail.com

www.theHempTwins.com
Industrial Hemp Alliance
Instagram - @Hemp_twin @IHAHemp

https://thehemptwins.com/
https://hempalliance.wixsite.com/hemp
https://www.instagram.com/hemp_twin/
https://www.instagram.com/ihahemp/
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WHILE I’M THRILLED FOR MY CAREER IN THE CANNABIS INDUSTRY,
WE’VE BEEN SEVERELY IMPACTED BY COVID-19 RIPPLE EFFECTS.

  If I had the ability to see the future back in July ‘20, I would not be shocked that we are

stuck in limbo with an indefinite shelter-in-place order here in January ‘21. Unfortunately, it

has been obvious that too many occupants of this country do not believe in science, the

humanity of others, or empathy. All of these factors have contributed to the devastating

COVID-19 effects that have dragged on for the past year. What would shock me? That the first

days of this new year would see the white supremacist, lame duck president incite a deadly

coup on our nation’s Capitol hours after the Georgia Senate runoff election solidified

Democratic control of the presidency and both houses of Congress. It was January 5 when I

started writing this piece and frankly it has been nearly impossible to keep up with the

nonstop news, which has been both hopeful and horrifying.

  As a friendly reminder, here in San Francisco, our first shelter-in-place order went into effect

March 17, 2020, so we’re coming quite close to a full year of our marijuana dispensaries

remaining open as essential businesses. Budtending has been challenging enough without

the ongoing pandemic, continued social justice demonstrations, and now we’re trying to

survive a violent coup – aided by the very local police forces we’re calling to be defunded. The

never-ending calamities of this past year horrendously impacted our Latinx community, our

cannabis retail situations, and December reports show 140,000 jobs employing women were

lost. While I’m privileged enough to be getting by despite it all, there doesn’t seem to be

anything that goes smoothly anymore.

  After two years and one week, in early November I bid farewell to my budtending position at

Purple Star in the Mission District and signed a new contract as a lead budtender assisting

opening a new dispensary between Pacific Heights, Japantown, and Western Addition. Those

that know the city well understand that we’re located at a unique cross section of the city

and I'm really looking forward to learning this clientele once we open our doors.

JUST ANOTHER DAY
IN THE LIFE OF AN
ESSENTIAL WORKER
Written by Melina Luz Orendain

Baeza @melinabelina

https://www.instagram.com/melinabelina/
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  While I’m thrilled for my career in the

cannabis industry, we’ve been severely

impacted by COVID-19 ripple effects. I’d

been working pretty much nonstop since

the crisis started in March 2020, and my

new position needed me to start training

quickly, which wouldn’t have allowed me

any time to recover from my full-blown

burnout. This fantastic opportunity offered

me the chance to learn how to open a new

dispensary, building on the past twelve

years of my cannabis education, and I

wanted some time for myself to get my

head on right. What I guessed would be a

much-needed two-week breather

stretched into three weeks, which then

turned into a month of working part-time.

Then another wrench was thrown into our

license process when the cannabis czar

Lori Ajax stepped down from her post after

five years, at the end of November.

Eventually we finally secured our license

from the BCC in the final days of 2020. 

  Once we received our license, we then

had to enter the next queue of distributor

paperwork, to be able to order cannabis

products within our required compliance,

which we could not submit without the

information provided on our license. While

I know it may seem like these details aren’t

important, these are the drawn out

processes I wish I’d understood better

months ago when I was struggling to

figure out what I wanted. 

  Thankfully, our team has been able to use this time to get to know each other and

learning to be familiar with our specific sales floor model. This way, we comfortably own

our ability to effectively and compassionately sell medicine, relaxation, and comfort to our

neighborhood and city. These past few weeks, we’ve had the privilege to do extensive

brand and budtender education, with the majority of our team present for each in-depth

conversation. As in most retail circumstances, our dispensary has shift schedules, so it’s

been an absolute luxury to have a vendor’s undivided attention in one conversation with

thirteen team members for the better part of an hour. Over the past two years, I rarely had

the chance to have team trainings at the same time, especially over the past ten months

during the pandemic. 
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    The other night, I was sitting at my kitchen table, high and eating chicken enchilada casserole,

listening to an episode of NPR’S Alt Latino podcast discussing monuments to historical Latinx

people that came from the community. One of the contributors, I believe it was Stefanie

Fernández, said, “When you see yourself reflected, your very existence is validated, and it’s

celebrated...so you can tap into your inner [ancestral] strength.” I feel like that’s the moment

we’re at for Latinx people in our larger historical framework. And for those of us working in the

cannabis industry, we know that every single day, we’re contributing to the incredibly high sales

numbers coming out each quarter during these ongoing pandemic times. To me, that is the

mindset driving a bunch of stoner kids who are working to come together and organize as

BALCA. 

  So, as I spent my fourth holiday season in the Bay, away from my family in Texas, I tried to focus

on the silver linings, no matter how small. In regards to myself, I’m forever grateful that my family

has been kind and privileged enough to support me while I’ve spent the past two months out of

full-time work. I’ve enjoyed a significant amount of time cooking, baking, walking miles around

the city, and embracing the universe’s plan. On a national level, Georgia’s Senate runoff election

suggests things could finally be changing course regarding our beloved cannabis plant.

Legalization and regulation of marijuana seems to be an astonishingly bipartisan issue which

could finally see federal progress. Only time will show whether our current efforts will prove

fruitful, however I truly feel our collective strength is stronger together than when we persevere

alone.
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  It was the first week of 2021 when I met the

founders of Pretty Kush & Co. a Latina owned

business. I remember at the time being under

the impression that Vanessa was la uniqua

founder of Pretty Kush & Co but I was wrong! We

met over a Zoom call and my initial surprise of

meeting three determined Latinas instead of one

was immediately replaced with a sense of

admiration for their confidence and sincerity.

These ladies share a magnetic passion for

cannabis that personifies the Pretty Kush

mantra: Inspiration For Happiness Blooms From

Within. 

  Alexis Angulo, Sara Rosales, and Vanessa

Preciado are California girls through and

through. Sara Rosales is a first generation Latina,

born and raised in Dixon. Sara is ‘guera’, she talks

about growing up and always having to prove

herself to both her American friends as well as

her own familia who would often give her a hard

time about her lighter skin color. Sara loves to

play soccer and took the lead as Team Captain of

her middle school and high school teams. Sara

studied at Sacramento State and graduated with

a degree in B.S. in Recreation Administration

with an emphasis in Recreational Therapy.

  

A WARM
INTRODUCTION
TO PRETTY
KUSH & CO
Written with Alexis

Angulo, Sara Rosales,

and Vanessa Preciado.

By Daniel Montero.

https://www.instagram.com/prettykushco/
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  Vanessa Preciado hails from Vallejo

where familia has always been at the

forefront of her life. Vanessa met Sara

on the soccer field back when they

were kids playing youth soccer and

have been friends ever since. Vanessa is

also an avid soccer player. Impressively

she literally helped with the

construction of the Le Five Indoor

Soccer Complex in Sacramento and

later worked as Operations Manager of

the entire facility, she would even run

the kitchen! Vanessa credits this

experience as being a strong jumping

board for her leap into the life of a

licensed marijuanera.

  Alexis Angulo is also a first generation

Latina and the original spark for Pretty

Kush. Her childhood served as

motivation for Alexis to not only excel

and overcome the financial and

educational barriers set before her but

to also develop an entrepreneurial

mindset. She was raised by her single

mother, her father was incarcerated as

a result of the War On Drugs.  It was not

long before Alexis landed at

Sacramento State where she became

sorority sisters with Sara y Vanessa.   

  Also to note is that Alexis experienced

an epiphany while working at a low

income medical clinic in Stockton, CA.

She experienced the indifference of the

medical system and how a majority of

patients could not afford the

prescribed medication they were in

need of. She observed that many

patients were turning to marijuana to

medicate to help with the pain and

overall quality of their lives. It was at

that moment that she had a change of

heart when it came to the plant.
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  Alexis did not smoke weed growing up,

her first time getting high was at Sac

State. She recalls being so impressed by

the beautiful smart young women getting

high and still excelling in everything they

set their minds to. How cool is it that

there was a secret group of sorority sisters

at the time called the Stoner Sisters? 

 Even gals training to be FBI agents and

such were also lighting up with the Stoner

Sisters. Legend!

  Present day, it is beautiful to know that

all three ladies enjoy the full support of

their familias. As Latinos it is often

difficult to be accepted for smoking the

ganja. Sara, Vanessa y Alexis have, over

time, broken the stigma with their

families as they continue to handle the

responsibilities that life throws at them

and now with the inception of Pretty Kush

& Co they are proving more than ever that

they are a force to be reckoned with. 

 

 Pretty Kush & Co is a California Equity Business and the only brand to graduate from

Sacramento’s CORE Equity Program. Alexis credits the program as being essential to the

trajectory the brand has enjoyed in the cannabis space. Even though the initial push was to

launch as a delivery service, these three entrepreneurs pivoted to offering flowers under the

Pretty Kush label for 2021. Pretty Kush & Co is a California Equity Brand on the frontlines in

the statewide effort to mandate that 25% of all retail shelf space is reserved for equity

brands like Pretty Kush & Co.

  What can we expect from Pretty Kush & Co. flowers? The ladies explained that we should

look forward to high quality buds at a price with the hard working consumer in mind. They

are currently sourcing product and with award winning cultivators like Karla Avila

Flowerdaze Farm within their reach, the sky is the limit. Mucho suerte to Vanessa, Sara y

Alexis, I can’t wait to see what products Pretty Kush brings to market this year. Siempre

Adelante!!

Follow Pretty Kush & Co on IG @prettykushco 

 @vanessapreciado13 @sarss.r @alexiss9

https://www.instagram.com/prettykushco/
https://www.instagram.com/vanessapreciado13/
https://www.instagram.com/sarss.r/
https://www.instagram.com/alexiss916/
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CANNABIS IN COLOMBIACANNABIS IN COLOMBIACANNABIS IN COLOMBIA

Written by  Carol  Ortega

@carolortega420

 My name is Carol Ortega, founder of Latino

Science Forum, the first bilingual (Spanish-

English) cannabis scientific symposium in the

world. After decades of prohibition and war,

cannabis stigmatization and fear are common

denominators in Latino communities. Imagine

a product (Cannabis) that was the source of

conflict and war during 50 years. People died

massively because of cannabis in Colombia, I

recognized that the only way to re-educate our

society was through science. That is how Latino

Science Forum - CannaCiencia was born back

in 2017.  One of the results of the 1st edition of

Latino Science Forum - CannaCiencia

Symposium back in 2017 was the regulation

regarding analytical testing for the industry in

Colombia.  Latino Investment Summit –

Cannabiz HUB, on the other hand is the 1st

Investment summit for the industry in

Colombia and also the first venture capital

platform of its kind.  

  The War on Drugs has unfairly targeted the Latino population. The vast majority of federal

sentences for marijuana crimes went to Hispanics last year, according to new data from the

U.S. Sentencing Commission. Hispanics were massively overrepresented with 77% of federal

marijuana sentences, despite making up less than 30% of the U.S. population. Diversity and

inclusion in the emerging global cannabis industry is a clear path to mitigate poverty in

Latin American communities devastated by the War on Drugs. Countries like Colombia and

Mexico now have the potential to become leaders in global production and export of high-

quality cannabis. 

  For centuries Colombia has been a prime producer of naturally grown cannabis. Favorable

climate allows for a year-round continuous harvest and Colombia's economy of scale is a

major advantage. The experience of Colombian’s ancestral indigenous groups has

positioned the country as the current leader in terms of tropical climate cultivation.

Beyond the notorious savings in production cost, another important factor is the positive

environmental impact. Cultivating cannabis in natural conditions dramatically reduces the

use of electricity and water particularly in comparison with indoor cultivation. Colombian

farmers seek to decrease the environmental footprint that exists in today’s global industry.

Colombian means sustainable flowers from a garden guaranteed to reduce the impacts of

climate change.

https://www.instagram.com/carolortega420/

